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Feedback to the Part I Report

That was a long reportl Thank you for asking for input. I agree that some areas of the college need to be
better utilized by creating standard start and end times and other such efforts mentioned.

I think we need to be careful when using the averages for all campuses when looking at space needs.
Lakeshore campus and Southlake campus utilization averages brings the entire average down.

We also need to look at utilization by academic department. For example, the math department does an
excellent job of sched.uling classes in their set of rooms. Perhaps other departments can utilize their
space better in order to free up rooms that can become.math classrooms?

Thanks for the extensive report - it took awhile to review. Your email indicates that the "architects visited
with each dept. to review their needs". I am the Dept. chair for the Medical Assisting program and no
one has visited with me. Did they meet with someone else - maybe Denise Anastasio?? The MOA
program is a newer, rapidly growing program and lab space is a necessity in the future. I did see a note
on page 93 that said Medical Assisting room to be located near Phlebotomy lab for logistics in teaching. I
don't necessarily agree that it needs to be located there, but at least it was mentioned in the report.
Please advise regarding the architects visit. Thank youl

Very impressive report. Interesting numbers; I could understand what was being
said. Nothing to add for my voice.

It looks like a considerable amount of effort went into the study, and that's good,but maybe not enough. I
have some serious concerns about the findings.

There seems to be a flaw in the way Legat calculated instructional lab usage, at least as it pertains to
automotive. I don't know if this is true for other labs. We don't schedule classes to meet in the lab; we
schedule them to meet in a class room and go into the lab as needed. For example, the study shows 0%
lab usage in the aflernoons, but we use the lab for a few classes, including ABR. We only actually
schedule part of two classes in T016, the auto lab. They are showing 73% usage MW mornings (I don't
think we scheduled anything to meet in those rooms in the morning) 0% most other times, and 80% on
Friday when we don't have any classes that use the lab. Then I see T017 and T019 as having 0% usage
in the mornings but we had a trans class meeting in T020 but using T019 for lab work, so 0% isn't
reflective of the true usage.

And here is another issue, where does the usage of the Tech Campus for ABR classes show up? All but
two of the ABR classes are held at the Tech Campus. The "Space Organization Analysis" near the end of
the document does not show the Tech Campus at all.



The thing is, no one ever came to ask me about this. How can you do a study without consulting the
users? For me, it raises serious concerns; if we are basing major plans on this study, and it may not be
accurate, are we making decisions based on erroneous data? Maybe this is just a unique situation, but it
seems their methodology is incomplete.

On page 79 there is outdoor storage listed for automobiles (under roof, so I guess that is why no NSF is
listed) and outdoor storage listed for Collision Repair, but you can't store partially dissembled vehicles
outdoors. They rust and fill up wilh water when the fenders, paint, and windows are removed. Some
indoor storage needs to be provided.

Also, they recommend starting more classes at 8 am. Our morning classes start at 9 am. Those who are
recommending we start at 8 never asked why we start at 9 and what impact it would have to start at 8.

We part-time faculty need secure places to store things. I carry around one big tub and 2 file-sized tubs
on a cart as my portable office. In addition I often have coat and hat, computer case, etc. I need
something like a small closet or a very large luggage locker to put things in when I go to lunch or a
meeting, etc. Not only is it a headache for me to cart all this stuff back and forth across campus, but it
often gets in the way of everyone else. I'd like to park most of it and only take with me what I need. I
think all part-time faculty should have this option. The current adjunct office in B wing of Grayslake is not
secure.

On page 13, it is written that the 8usiness Division has 4 computer labs. We actually have 12. I have
made this point multiple times. And WPDI has 1. On page 15, It is indicated that there are 17 computer
labs in the T Building. EMPS tells me that they have 5. So something is not represented accurately.

I was thinking about it, and wondering if there couldn't be some faculty lockers, some of the newer kind in
which you put in your passcode number to lock it and unlock them. That way the lockers would be secure
but useable by more than one person per week. They would need to be pretty roomy, though, my cart
and bin are probably 15*20 inches, *36 inches high...

Thanks for listening.

My MCS (Math / Computer Science) program is good for .space. There are plenty of
class rooms and computer labs for my area.

In another area, my thought was looking at Building #7 (the P.E. Center) to
become a field house -- I mean "better P.E. facilities". See page 35 of the
Master Plan Partl Report:

"Physical Education (9,042 NSF)
As the Steering Committee has identified a critical need at the Grayslake Campus
for "better P.E. facilities", and as CLC's total area of



29,488 NSF is below the peer group average, and as a variance of 9,042 NSF has been confirmed,
additional space for this department should be considered as a priority."

Here are some of the ways the Lakeshore Library needs to grow:

1. Due to limited space, there are no hardwired computers in this room. We currently have
laptop computers for in-room use. The only' printing is through the wireless station, which
means that faculty and staff cannot print in this room.

2. Due to limited space, there are 12 boo/ccases for the collection. This represents 165 feet of
shelf space for circulating library materials. On opening day, all but 9 were filled. At an average
of about ~O books per shelf, we will be out of room with the addition of 270 books.

3. Due to limited space, there is only one desk for library staff, which means that only one person
can work here at a time (there are often 2 people at Southlake).

4. Due to limited space, we only have 2 newspapers and 7 magazine subscriptions.
5. Due to limited space, only 10 people can sit in this room at once. We have been filled to

capacity a few times already, turning away additional students.

For purposes of comparison, the table below will illustrate a few of the disparities between the two
branch libraries.

Branch Library Space Comparisons
Resource Southlake Lakeshore

Room(s) 2 1
Desks for Personnel 2 1
Desktop computers 7 -
Laptop computers 2 12
Shelf space - Circulating Books 544ft. 123 ft.
Shelf space - Reference Books 41 ft. 14 ft.
Shelf space - Current periodicals 41 ft. 14 ft.
Shelf space - Older periodicals 28 ft. -
Shelf space - Reserves,

22 ft 14 ft
textbooks I·

I am grateful for every bit of library progress at the Lakeshore camp,us; but we must not delude
ourselves into thinking that the job is finished due to the reallocation of a tiny classroom.

Thanks very much for factoring this data into the Master Plan.

I am gravely concerned about the lack of attention given to Learning Assistance
in this Plan. As Math Center, Faculty Coordinators Byron and I have always
welcomed the opportunity to discuss the Centers and their needs, but we were NOT



even asked to provide any input/ideas/numbers re space needs for the Math Centers
at our campuses. My greatest· concern is for the Grayslake Math Center which has
had the same amount 'of space since the mid-1970's. I have been involved with the
Center for many years and when we have asked for more space we were referred to
the long-awaited Student Services Building which has never materialized. In the
meantime our numbers continue to grow (we keep excellent track of student usage
and can share numbers if anyone would like to see them). At busy times tnere are
no chairs. At busy times students and tutors stand or sit on the floor. At busy
times lately - students are leaving having not received the help that they
needed. When I look at the report I see 2733 SF currently and a projected ten
year number of 2,733 SF devoted to the Math Center(no increase). I note a Math
Center Expansion of 500 ASF (but on a different floor?). Certainly the College
does not expect the number of students needing tutoring to stay the same or only
slightly increase over the next ten years. And how would an expansion not in
proximity to the Center even function?

The report seems quite focused on classrooms, labs etcetera and contains a lot of
usage numbers. We have numbers too - which indicate that we continue to serve an
inordinate number of students with the quite minimal· space and financial
resources we are given. I don't even see that Learning Assistance has been
considered under the Space Type descriptions (it doesn't seem to fit into any of
the categories listed).

Tutoring has been repeatedly shown to be an important component for student
success. At CLC the program needs to be expanded to help meet College goals re
retention, success, and an increase in graduation rates. I believe that there is
really no way to meet growing demand without space consideration. We may need to
look at options such as limiting numbers of hours students can get tutoring if we
are to function with the current situation. Given more money we can hire more
tutors to meet demand, but without space there is nowh~re to put either extra
tutors or the additional students we expect with growing enrollments in math and
math-related' subjects.

Thank you for all the work you have done on this. Acouple of things:

1) Iam sure it does not matter much, but A126 is not a lab.
2) What happened to increasing the size of the math/tutoring center?
3) Why must we constantly justify ourselves by comparing ourselves to the' "peer institutions"? Is

this about CLC needs analysis or "keeping up with the Jones'?"
4) One ofthe recommendations is to schedule more 8 am classes. As a department chair, who

regularly watches enrollment patterns, Ican tell you that 8 am classes are the last to fill and
some of the most likely to get canceled due to lack of enrollment. We should avoid the "if you
offer it, they will come" attitude to scheduling. Peak morning class times do not include 8 am.



Listed are my comments and observations that still need attention in the Athletics & Physical
Activities Areas:

• According to my measurements and information, our gym square footage is 22,930 ASF,
not 24,500 as listed.

• Also, we are in desperate need of an additional gym or increased footage to our eXisting
one. Elevating a running/walking track in our current gym could also be a possibility.

But the additional floor space increase is needed as we often have shared activities
taking place in the gym, which is a safety issue as well. This may have not been taken

into account in the study as it does not always show up in R25.

• The P.E. Center needs at least one classroom, but preferably two. P.E. type classes and

similar activities do not currently have space to use in our building and is greatly

needed..

• The study so far does not mention the outdoor athletic facilities which are in need of
work (better seating, equal facilities for men & women's sports, additional parking).

• The 2nd floor of building 7 is not included in the "Space Organization Analysis" (p. 133).

Increase and redesign the gym floor to improve the safety and space utilization of the activity area.
Currently there are times when multiple teams, faculty, and classes may be using the gym at the same
time. Therefore, there is the potential for injury and the interruption of practice as balls and participants
from other groups accidentally cross assigned areas. An increase in floor space would provide more
distance between the groups and facilitate scheduling for practices and gym utilization..

2. Add two or more classrooms. Two classrooms were eliminated when the aerobic space was created.
The addition of the aerobic space was an excellent decision, but it eliminated classrooms, which we're
being used for classes and team meeting areas. An attempt should be made to restore the classrooms.

3. Redesign the locker rooms to provide visiting teams with a space to meet before, at halftime, and
after games. Currently, visiting teams use the locker rooms being used by the general public. This is not
a good situation.

4. Consolidate into one the two equipment areas that are now in separate locations in the building.
This would be a more efficient use of space.

5. Place a sink and running water in the concession stand.

The master plan takes no outside athletic fields into consideration. The softball and baseball fields
which are not equal in facilities, the tennis courts which is in need of remodeling as there are only 5
tennis courts, where as 6 courts are needed to play and host tournaments and the soccer field.

Additional gym space is also needed. The gym is filled to capacity when the volleyball team and
basketball teams practice while inclement weather would also push the soccer teams inside for



practice. Baseball and softball start practice inside while basketball is still in season and gym space is
very limited. Faculty also wish to play basketball where athletic teams are asked to give up gym space
for them to play. This does not take into consideration gym space for class usage, in house events or
outside rentals.

Needed are locker rooms for visiting teams as they now use the public changing roo'ms, whereas all
present locker rooms need to be updated and of equal space. Extra storage space would also be put to
good use.

Classrooms would also be a great addition as P.E. classroom classes must now meet in the main building
where as the additional classrooms could also be used for team meetings, athletic study halls, and a host
of other events such as the Skyway Softball Conference Coaches meeting, hospitality room for college
night and many other such events.

Thank you for your consideration on these ideas.

the history of the buildings, Building 4 is not listed even though it appears all of the other buildings at
GLC are mentioned


